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Aktrqct. The phenomena of branching and looping in discrete processes are abstractly represen- 
ted by properties of families of (general) languages, as well as by structural properties of their 
special recognizing devices, the finite branching automata. Various nonconventional connections 
between these two representations are established. In Part I of the paper the properties of families 
of languages and their relation to branching automata are studied in general. The specific role of 
loops will be discussed in Part II of the paper. 
# 
1, Introduction 
We propose to study the phenomena of branching and looping in certain discrete 
processes, apart from the particular nature of the processes in question (which may 
be physical, mental, computational, or other). We talk about branching when, at a 
certain stage, the process may proceed in several alternative ways, and we talk about 
looping when it may repeatedly return to a stage with the same alternatives for 
continuation. It is just the combining of these two phenomena which leads to 
intricate mathematical questions. Surprisingly, we find ourselves in a territory rather 
neglected by computer and system science. 
Let us mention some of the subject areas which may motivate our study. 
Game plnq’ing. Combinatorial games (or games on graphs, cf. [3]), even if not our 
primary motivation, are used in this paper as convenient examples illustrating, our 
ideas. Consider a two-person, perfect-information game in extensive form. Two 
players, let us say You and Me, alternately move, each choosing one among several 
options, legal in a current game position. Starting with a given initia: position, each 
move determines the next position until a final one is reached in which either You or 
Me wins, the other loses. When You plots Your strategy for the game, You should 
* Portions of this work were reported previously in [12]. 
** Institute of Information Theory and Automation, Pod vod6renskou VW 4, 182 08 Prague 8, 
Czechoslovakia. 
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take into account all My options for every considered position-thus Your strategy 
branches. Of course, we can talk about branching in connection with Your options as 
well. Assuming Your viewpoint (as we shall always do in our examples) we may call 
this latter branching primary (You makes Your decisions already in the planning 
time) to distinguish it from (the secondary branching (You will learn My decisions 
only later, in the play time). The secondary branching will be represented in our 
formalism in a more explicit way. Now two points are characteristic for our approach: 
(1) the total number of positions is finite, 
(2) the positions are, in general, reentrable, so that the same position may occur 
several times in the play (in this respect we differ from the frequent game-theoretic 
approach in which a position is understood to consist also of the previous history of 
the play; the game is then represented by a-possibly infinite-tree (cf. [23, 91)). 
A loop (or cycle) in a game means that the players can return arbitrarily many 
times to the same position. In combinatorial games loops are usually considered as 
pathological and they are either forbidden or declared as draws.’ 
Robot planning can be conceived as a game of a robot against nature. Robot’s 
strategies are called plans. In our general viewpoint the plans count with incomplete 
knowledge of the world and thus they obtain their (secondary) branching structure. 
Looping (repeating certain action) is a rather corr~gon way of manipulating things in 
natural environment. (Robot problem soiving, especially the image-space approach 
[28], was the original motivation for our treatment of branching, cf. [lo]. Some 
thoughts on looping ,in robot plans can be found in [ 151.) 
Human planning is the subject of psychology (cf. [21]). Even if both branching and 
looping are considered by psychologists (e.g. the so called TOTE units) the levels of 
formalization and the type of posed questions make our approach inadequate. 
Problem solving by reduction. The so called AND-OR graphs ([24, Chapter 41, [7, 
181) were introduced in artificial intelligence as a representation of the hierarchical 
structure of the set of subproblems of a given problem. OR nodes correspond to the 
primary (or optional) branching and AND nodes to the secondary (obligatory) 
branching. A natural connection between AND-OR graphs and game graphs has 
been observed (cf. e.g. [24, Section 4.121). Loops are sometimes allowed in general 
AND-OR graphs (cf. e.g. [7]) but they are purposely avoided in solutions (AND 
subgraphs decomposing the original problem). 
Computing. Computer programs can be viewed as strategies, or plans, for compu- 
tation. Conditional statements yield secondary branching (primary branching is 
conceivable but awkward), while GOT0 and WHILE statements realize loops- 
which happen to play an essential role in computing (we make no attempt, however, 
to relate looping in our sense to iteration and/or recursion in computer programs). 
* In view of a certain desirability of some recurrent phenomena in real life (‘Many happy returns!‘) we 
surmise that most of the actual games are still far from imitating the real world situations. 
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XII quest of a unifying abstract formalism for all the subjects listed above we first 
observe that there are always present two basic types of entities: states (positions, 
configurations) and actions (moves), the latter enabling a transfer from one state to 
another. Moreover, there is always certain intention involved, directed from an 
initial state to a desired final state (winning position, goal, output). No wonder then, 
that the most appropriate formal framework for our purpose is supplied by abstract 
automata theory-at least as far as we intend to focus on the combinatorial-algebraic 
aspects of the subject.* In earlier papers [lo, 11,121 the ordinary concept of a finite 
automaton was modified to include the phenomenon of branching; this originated a 
further, in many respects nonconventional research into finite branching automata 
(cf. [l, 2, 16, 221). In this frmework the informal notion of a strategy (or plan) is 
represented by a set of finite strings, a language (which appears to be more easily 
tractable mathematically than the intuitively perhaps more adequate concept of a 
tree). 
To provide the reader with a rough idea of the conceptual analogies (not 
equivalences!) between our formalism and the mentioned subjects let us make a list 
of selected concepts in each area (the corresponding concepts are arranged in 
columns). See Table 1. 
Independently of the motivation discussed above, our study brings some new ideas 
to the automata and formal language theory itself. Let us point out the main 
differences from the standard approaches. 
Table 1 
Corresponding concepts 
Automata theory (our approach): 
finite branching states 
automaton 
Game playing : 
game graph positions 
Robot planning (image-space approach): 
image space images 
Problem solving (problem-reduction approach): 
AND-OR graph subproblems of a 
given problem 
Computing : 
computation model (its configurations 
configuration space) (memory states) 
formal languages 




decompositions of the 
problem (AND trees) 
programs 
strings in the languages 
plays (sequences of legal 
moves) 
sequences of actions 




* There are, of course, other aspects which we do not intend to pursue in the present paper; for instance 
the logical ones (concerned with representation and inference). In this respect recent developments of 
dynamic logic are worth mentioning; incidentally, the relevance of dynamic logic to our framework is 
noticeable, though indirect. 
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First, we pay much more attention to structural properties of languages. Most works 
in the area of formal languages are traditionally concerned with properties which are, 
perhaps indirectly, connected with generation and/or recognition of languages and a 
little attention has been paid to the structural properties of languages in general 
(among the few results of this type are the iteration theorems and results on certain 
subfamilies of regular languages). The exception is the analytic approach in algebraic 
linguistics [(19,20] (cf. also p5]) where the structural aspects are essential. In the 
present paper we deal mostly with structural properties related to branching in 
languages (occurrence of several strings with a common prefix) and to the dis- 
tribution of strings of the language in the set of all its prefixes.3 
The second characteristic feature of our approach is our concern with whole 
families of languages rather than single languages (there may be many strategies for 
the same game). Our “recognizable” family (a set of languages accepted by a finite 
branching automaton) is a natural generalization of a regular set (of strings accepted 
by an ordinary finite automaton) and there is little or no relationship to the Chomsky 
hierarchy or to the AFL theory. In fact, we even do not restrict ourselves to the 
universe of recursively enumerable languages. An example of a problem treated 
here is whether a family of languages is a compact subset of the space of all 
languages. 
There are no prerequisites for reading this paper. We start with the study of 
families of languages independently on their presentation by automata (Sections 
2-S). Then we introduce the concept of a finite branching automaton (its deter- 
ministic and nondeterministic variants) and study the properties of families of 
languages recognizable by these devices (Sections 6-10). We conclude by some 
additional remarks on families of languages (Section 11). The phenomenon of 
looping is the main subject of the second part of the paper. 
2. On branching 
Formal languages, as sets of finite strings over a fixed alphabet, are well suited to 
serve as a domain for studying the phenomenon of branching. Let L be a language 
over an alphabet4 C, i.e., L s C*. One may say that L properly branches at u E C* iff u 
is the longest common prefix of at least two distinct strings in L. Thus, e.g., the 
language 
L1 = (abc)“c(ba)” = (c, cba, abcc, cbaba, abccba, . . .) 
3 structural properties related to branching in languages were recently studied in [8,26). 
4 We fix throughout this paper the alphabet X-a finite nonempty set of abstract symbols-and denote 
by P the free monoid of strings over 2 with the empty string denoted by A. We define 2:’ := Z* -{A} and 
x2 := Z u(A ). For u E S* we denote by Ig(u) the length of 14. Thus 2:” = {u 1 Ig(u) = n}, n 3 0. (‘:=’ denotes 
the equality by definition.) 
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properly branches at any u E (abc)” as well as at any u E Lr . We can easily &uaiize it 
graphically: 
For a language L and a string u E X*, one can specify the furcation of L at IU by the set 
&(u) c & of all symbols that immediately follow u in strings of L, including also A 
whenever u EL. For instance in (1) A=,(abc) = {a, c}, ALI ={A, b}, and by 
definition also AL,(ab) = {c}, AL,(b) = 0 etc. 
Let us introduce some formalism. We shall denote by s the P~&X relation on 
C*: u S v iff v = uw for some w ES* (we write u C v if u is a proper prefix of U, i.e. 
u s v and u # v). Obviously s is a partial order on C*. For a language L c Z* we 
define its prefix closure 
We can view the ordered set (pref L, s j as a tree (the prefix tree of L) with the root A. 
Even though we shall not use prefix trees for formal purposes, the reader iis advised to 
visualize languages in terms of their prefix trees (indeed, we could use trees instead of 
languages as a basis for our theory of branching-this would require, however, a 
more involved formalism). 
The following operation on languages is very important for our study. For L G C* 
and u E X*, the derivative of L (with respect o u) is the language 
a,L := (V 1 uv E L). 
It represents the subtree of the prefix tree of L, rooted at u. 
Now we can express the furcation formally as 
AL(u) := (pref a,,L n.S) v (&L n(A)), 
i.e. A E AL(u) iff u EL, and for a E 25, a E AL(u) iff ua E pref L. Note that 
AL(U) = Aa,~(n )- 
We intend to study languages in terms of the furcation function &: C* + P(&) 
which represents completely the branching structure of L; otherwise, of course, the 
knowledge of AL is equivalent o the knowledge of L. 
A particular branching character is obviously a property of languages and not of 
single strings. If we want to represent such a property extensionally, we have to work 
with whole families of languages. 
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There is a formal advantage in excluding once for all the empty language from our 
consideration, We denote by S(2) the collection of all nonempty languages over 2, 
i.e., d?‘(Z) := P(Z*) -{o), and we call any subset X G Z’(S) a family of languages 
(over Z, by default). The set-theoretical operations, when applied to families, are 
naturally meant on the level of sets of languages (and not on the level of languages). 
On the other hand, we generalize the definition of a derivative from languages to 
families ‘internally’: let X G 28(Z) and u E C*. We define 
as := (a,L 1 L E x} - (8). 
We say that a family X is finitely derivable iff the set 
is finite. This property of families of languages will be important in our future 
considerations. 
3. The metric space of languages 
It is natural to say t.hat wo languages are similar if they have the same branching 
structure (represented by the furcation function) for all prefixes up to a certain 
length. This will enable us to treat Z(Z) as a metric space, useful for working with less 
tractable languages in terms of ‘simpler’ languages in their neighbourhood. 
Let Ll, L2 EZ’(Z), L1 Z L2. We define the similarity of L1 and L2, denoted by 
s(L1, Lz), as the length of a shortest string u E C* such that 
AL,(U) f e,(u). 
Thus C ss(L1, L2) < a. We introduce a distance function d on S(Z), d: 2’(Z) x 
Z’(Z) + [0, 11, as follows. If L1# L2, then 
d(L1, L2):= 2-5(L1*L2’, (2) 
otherwise, if L1 = L2, d(L1, L2) := 0. One can easily-verify that for any LI, Lz, L:, 
d&, L3) s 4L Ld + d(Lz, L3) 
and thus S(2) together with the distance d is a metric space (in fact, it is an 
ultrametric space). 
A different metric space of languages (including 0) was defined by BodnarEuk [4] 
on the basis of a similarity s’(L1, L2) given by the length of a shortest string in the 
symmetrical difference of L1 and L2. His definition does not take into account the 
branching structure; the similarity is then, e.g., invariant under reversal. Note that 
our similarity measure can be obtained on the basis of s’ as follows 
s(L1, L2) = min(s’(Ll, L2), s’(pref L1, pref L2)). 
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In the following, by the metric space .9(Z) we always mean S’(C) together with the 
distance L! aiccording to (2). 
Of course, any family X ,c Z’(S) can be viewed also as a metric space with the 
distance d restricted to X XX Using the standard concepts and results of the theory 
of metric spaces we shall now overview the properties of .9(Z) as a metric space. 
The closure X of a family XC 9(Z) is defined as 
X := {L E 9(Z) 1 for each E > 0 there is 
L’ E X such that d (L, L’) c e) 
(3) 
= X u {L E 2(E) 1 for each n 2 0 there is 
L’E X such that s(L, L’) > n}. 
A family X is a closed subset of Z(S) iff X =X, i.e., iff it contains limits of all 
convergent (in S’(C)) sequences of languages from X Note that if L is a language and 
(L,) a sequence of languages in S(Z), then, by definition, 
L= lim L, 
n+ao 
iff for every E > 0 there exists no such that d(k, L,) C E for all n 2 no. Or equivalently, 
for every k 3 0 there exists no such that for every n 3 no either L = Ln or s(L, Ln) r k. 
An example of a closed set is the family 
Inf := {L 1 L is an infinite language} 
(indeed, no sequence of infinite languages can converge to a finite language). A 
family X is an open subset of Z(C) iff Z’(S) -X is closed, i.e., iff with every L, X 
contains also all languages of certain degree of similarity to L. An example of an open 
set is the family 
Fin := {LIL is a finite nonempty language} 
as well as any of its subfamilies. 
It can be easily seen that Fin is dense in Z’(Z) and thus Z’(Z) is a separable metric 
space. In fact, it is a precompact (or totally bounded) space since for any E > 0 the set 
of all languages with strings of length at most 11 - 1og2&] forms a finite E-net in Z’(S). 
On the other hand, S’(S) is not a complete space: the sequence of singletons 
W, (aa), . . . 9 {a”}, . . . (a E 2) is clearly a Cauchy sequence but has no limit in b;p(27) 
(it tends to a single infinite string aaa . l l ). Let us note in passing that the BodnarEuk 
metrix apace of languages is complete ([4, Theorem 21). 
Our next observation concerns connectedness. A singleton {L} is open ifl L is 
finite. On the other hand, any singleton is always closed and thus we have families 
that are both open and closed. Therefore Z’(Z) is not connected. 
Let us summarize the mentioned properties of P(Z): 
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Theorem 1. S'(2) together with the distance d is a precompact (and hence separable) 
metric space. It is neither complete (hence not compact) nor connected. 
It is interesting to note that the finite languages are all and the only isolated points 
in S(Z). Any neighbourhood of an infinite language is uncountable and contains an 
infinite number of finite languages. 
Since the precompactness i shared by subspaces, any family of languages is 
compact iff it is complete. An example of a compact family is the family of 
prefix-closed languages 
Prefc := {L 1 L = pref L}. 
Compact families of languages have several interesting properties which are not 
topological by their nature. The following easy result may serve as an example (we 
shall later use it in the proof of Lemma 12). 
Proposition 1. Any infinite compact family of languages contains an infinite 
language. 
Proof. There exists an infinite convergent sequence (L,) of mutually distinct 
languages in X We have 
L:= lim L,EX 
n+ab 
We claim that L is infinite. Indeed, if L were finite, then for some no 2 0 we would 
have L, = L for all n 2 no, contrary to the infiniteness of (L,). 
In the next section we shall characterize compact families in the class of finitely 
derivable and closed families of languages. 
4. Languages with holes 
Consider a language L together with its prefix closure pref L. Having L G pref L, 
we may be interested to analyze the way how elements of C are distributed in the set 
pref L. An obvious extreme case leads to the family Prefc of prefix-closed languages, 
while the other extreme are the prefix-free languages, 
Pref := {L 1 L n LZ+ = 91). 
Let us assume a more detailed viewpoint by asking for existence of certain specific 
subsets of pref L-L. 
Let L E S’(2) and let n 2 0. We say that L has a hole of size at least n iff there exists 
u E pref L such that 
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(Note that &,L Z (b for u E pref L.) Let X c Z(E) be a fami!y of languages. We say that 
X has the unbounded hole property iff for each yt 20, X contains a language with a 
hole of size at least n. Conversely, if there is a bound on the size of holes in languages 
belonging to X, we say that X has the bounded hole property. 
The main result of this section establishes the relationship of holes to compactness. 
First we prove a lemma which will be needed in proving Theorem 2. 
For L G C* and k 3 0 define 
LCk3 := {u E L 1 lg( u) G k}. (4) 
Lemma 1. LetLl, Lz: E Z’(Z) and n 2 1 be such that neither LI nor L2 has a hole of size 
at least n. Then for any k 2 0, if 
Ik+nl 
L 
= L\k +nl 
9 (5) 
then 
d(L1, L2) c 2-k. 
Proof. We argue by contradiction. Let L1, Lz, and n be as in the lemma and les (5) 
hold, but d(L1, L~)a2-~ for some k 20. Then by (2) s(L1, Lt) s k, i.e. A&) % 
At_*(u) for some u E Z*, lg(u) G k. Assume, without loss of generality, there is some 
a E & which belongs to ALI but not to AL&u). Then a # A since otherwise we 
would have u E LI - L2 contrary to (5). Let v E C* be a shortest string among those 
satisfying uav E L1. Since a g AL&u), uav& L 2. Thus by (5) lg (uav)> k +n. ix. 
lg (v) 2 n. Now since v belongs to the shortest strings in &J!,l we have &,L 1 c C”z“ 
and thus L1 has a hole of size at least n, contrary to the assumption of the lemma. 
Theorem 2. Let X be a finitely derivable closed family of languages. Then X is 
compact iff it has the bounded hole property. 
Proof. =k Assume X compact but with the unbounded hole property. Then there 
exists an infinite sequence (Ln) of languages in X such that Ln has a hole of size at 
least n for n = 0, 1,2, . . . , i.e. there are un ~pref Ln such that 
0 Z aunLn G C”C*. 
Consider the infinite sequence 
(Mn) := @u,L). 
By the hypothesis of the theorem, X is finitely derivable and thus there exists w E C’ 
and an infinite subsequence (MJi of (Mn) such that Mni E &,X, i = 0, 1, . . . . Let (Ki)i 
be the sequence of languages in X such that 
a,Ki = Mni = a uniLni C Y%* 
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for i = 0, 1,2, . . . . Thus Ki has a hole of size at least ni. By assumption X is compact 
and thus (Ki) has a convergent subsequence, say (Ki&. Consider the language 
K := lim Kii E X. 
i-00 
For each u E pref K there exists m 3 0 such that for all j > m, 
Now since w E pref I& for all i, also w E pref K. There is v such that WV E K. Then 
there is m 2 0 such that for all j > m, WV E Kij. But this, for sufficiently large j (such 
that ni, > lg(v)), contradicts the assumption that Kij has a hole of size at least nij. 
+: Assume X has the bounded hole property; more specifically, let m 2 1 be such 
that no language in X has a hole of size (at least) m. To prove that X is compact it is 
enough to show that it is complete. By hypothesis of the theorem X is closed. Hence 
it remains to prove that every Cauchy sequence in X has a limit. Let (Ln) be a Cauchy 
sequence in X There exist indices no s nl s n2 s l l 9 such that 




We want to show that L, = lim,,, Ln. First let us make several claims. 
Claim 1. For each k 20, L!$ = LSI",]. 
To show this let us first observe that by (6) i c j implies d(L,,, Lnj) < 2-‘. By (2) and 
by the definition of similarity then 
Since L”! c I!” we have 
nJ- ni 
LC'_l c L[‘l 
n,- n,* 69 
Now let k 20. We can write 
i=O j=k+l 
Applying (9) with j = k to the first union and (8) with i = k to the second we 
obtain 
L~I = L[kl 
nk l 
Claim 2. L, has no hole of size at least m. 
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Indeed, if L, had such a hole, then for large enough k a hole of the same size would 
appear in L!&‘, and thus by Claim 1 in Lit’, and thus in r 4nk, contrary to the assumption 
on X 
Claim 3. Let k 3 m. Then d(L,, L,,) < 2-(k-m)m 
By Claim 2 and the assumption on X neither L, nor L,, has a hole of size at least 
m. By Claim 1 L!$ = L[nt’ and thus Claim 3 follows from Lemma 1. 
To finish the proof of the theorem consider any k 2 m. By Claim 3 
d(La, L,,) < 2-(k-m) 
and by (6) 
d(L,,, L,) < 2-k 
for all n 3 #zk. Using the triangular inequality, we obtain 
d(L,, L,) < 2-k(2m + I). 
Thus for any E 9 0 we can find k large enough so that d(L,, L,) s E for all n z nk. 
Therefore L, = lim,,, Ln. 
Note that while the compactness i a general topological property of a family of 
languages, the presence (or absence) of holes tells something about the internal 
structure of particular languages. Later we shall find a close connection of these 
properties to an occurrence of loops in automata. 
5. Replacement and compatibility 
There is a canonical way of partitioning an arbitrary language L into a finite 
number of disjoint sublanguages a&L (a E 2) and also {A} if A E L. We introduce an 
operation that replaces such a sublanguage of one language by the corresponding 
sublanguage of another language. 
For a EC and L1, Lz E 9(S) we define 
Rep,(L1, Lz) := (L1 - aa,L1) U aa,Lz. 
The operator Rep, is called the simple replacement. I  can be easily extended to the 
replacement,’ 
Rep,(L1, Lz) := (L1 - u&,L1) u u&La (YO) 
for any u EC *. In particular, Rep&+ L2) = Ls. 
5 The replacement operator RI, of [ 1 l] is defined in a different way. 
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Let X be a family of languages, XE~;P(Z). We say that X has the simple 
replacement property iff for any LI, L2 E X and any a E pref L1 n pref Lz nE, 
Rep,(Li,L&X;if alsoRep,(Li, L&Xfor all u~pref LlnprefLz, thenX has 
the replacement property. Note that X has the replacement property iff each family 
&X (u E Z*) has the simple replacement property. 
0ur next definition concerns a property of families of languages which is already 
connected to branching. Let X c P(Z). We say that a language L E Z’(Z) is compati- 
ble with X iff for each u E C* there is a language L, E X such that 
Intuitively the compatibility of L with X means that the branching structure of L is in 
a certain sense inherent in X-but may be distributed among various members of X. 
We define the C-closure of X as 
C(X) := {L E Z(Z) 1 L compatible with X} 
and say that X is self-compatible iff C(X) =X. 
It was shown in f?. l] that self-compatibility implies the replacement property and 
that the converse is true for finite families. The general relationship is established by 
the following theorem. 
Theorem 3. A family af languages i  self-compatible iffit has the replacement property 
arid is closed in the metric space 32). 
Proof. Let X G P(C), X f w (avoiding the trivial case of X = 8). 
(a) Assume X self-compatible, i.e. X = C(X). We already know that it then has 
the replacement property. To show that it is closed it is enough to verify X E C(X). 
For this consider any LO E r? and assume Lo & C(X), i.e., there is u E C* such that for 
all L E X, AL(u) f Ah(u). Thus for all L E X, s(LO, L) s Ig(u) contrary to (3). Hence 
L(,E C(X). We conclude that X = X. 
(b) Now let us assume that X is closed and has the replacement property. To prove 
that X is self-compatible consider any LOe C(X). Since X is closed it is enough to 
show that LO E x Assume the contrary: LO e ;if and there exists a minimal number 
n ~-0 such that for all L E X, 
(cf. (2)). By the minimality of n the family 
Xn :={LEXls(Lo,L)=n} 
is nonempty (by assumption X # 0). For each L E X, define 
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and let L1 have this set minimal, i.e., for any L E X,, 
0 c card ML, G card ML. 
Choose u E ML~ and define 
LZ := Bep,(Ll, L,) 
199 
(12) 
where L, E X and &,,(u) = Ah(u); the existence of such L, follows from the 
assumption Lo E C(X). Since X is assumed to have the replacement property, 
L2 E X By the definition of the replacement (lo), if ML, = {u}, then s(LO, L2) > n 
contrary to (11). If, on the other hand, card ML~ > 1, then L2 E Xn and card ML2 < 
card MLI contrary to (12). We conclude that Lo E x, i.e., Lo E X. Hence X = C(X). 
The reader will find some examples of families with the mentioned properties in 
the next section. 
6. Finite branching automata: the deterministic case 
We have introduced families of languages as objects of our study. Hence it is 
desirable to have at our disposal a uniform and finitistic means of presenting such 
families, similarly as finite automata proved to be suitable means for presenting 
languages, finite or infinite. Why not to bet on an analogous imple device also in the 
case of families of languages? 
Other reasons for using an automata-like mathematical object were mentioned in 
the introductory section; it may serve as an abstraction of state (or position) spaces in 
the areas that motivated our research. 
Obviously, only a countably many families of languages are presentable by any 
finitistic tool. Even if we content ourselves with the class of self-compatible families, 
which have close relationship to branching, we cannot cover it wholly since this class 
appears to be uncountable (cf. [2]). 
The principal notion of our theory, the finite branching automaton, was introduced 
in [ll]. Its definition rests on the standard concept of a f&e automaton. 
An (ordinary) nondeterministic f nite automaton (over C) is a quadruple 
94=(Q,S,I,F) 
where Q is a finite set of states, 6: Q x C + P(Q) is the transition function, and 
I, F c Q are the sets of initial and final states, respectively. 
We extend S in the usual way to Q x C* + P(Q) and, if there is no danger of 
confusion, we write qu instead of S(q, u), u E C*. Similarly, for L c C* and 4 E Q, we 
write 
qL := u qu. 
UEL 
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We denote by I&l the language recognized by .HZ, i.e., 
(13) 
.HZ is deterministic (deterministic partial) iff I = (40) and for each q E Q, a E 2, 
card qa = 1 (card qa G 1). In the deterministic case, if qu # 8, we treat qu as an 
element (rather than a subset) of Q, and if qu = 0, as the undefined object. Thus (13) 
obtains the form 
When we talk about a finite automaton we mean, by default, a deterministic one. 
Let & = {Q, 6, qO) be a deterministic finite automaton (over 2) without final states. 
Let B G Q x9(&). The fmite branching automaton (over Z), shortly the fb- 
automaton, is the quadruple 
a =(Q, 6, qo, B). 
We call B the branching relation (of 9). 
A language L E S(C) (note that Q)& Z(Z)) is accepted by 99 iff 
(qou, AL(U)') E B (14) 
for all u E pref L. We define 
IMl := WIL is accepted by a}, 
the family recognized by 9. A family X c 2?(Z) is recognizable iff it is recognized by 
some fb-automaton. We denote by Rec&E the class of all recognizable families over 
2. Note the distinction we put between the terms ‘accept’ and ‘recognize’. As 
recognizing devices the fb-automata do not represent languages but families of 
languages. 
Certain later constructions will be formally easier if the domain of the branching 
relation B is the whole set Q. Therefore, in the sequel we shall always assume that 
(q,O)EB (1% 
for all 4 E Q. Since AL(w) # 0 for all w E pref L, the above assumption is irrelevant in 
(14) and thus has no influence on 119911. 
Let us discuss the intuitive role of branching in these devices. Given a state 9 in 
an fb-automaton $#I let us define the set 
A$ := {l-c Z,I 1 (q, r) E B}. 
(Note that by (15) Bq # 0.) The ‘dynamics’ of the fb-automaton is best visualized by 
imagining it as a game of two players, You and Me (as described in Section 1). In each 
state q You chooses CE Bq and Me chooses a E IY (unless r= 8 in which case Me 
wins). Now either a E C and the next state is qa = 6(q, a), or a = A and You is the 
winner. (In the robotics interpretation You is the robot and Me is Your environ- 
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ment.) It is not important at what time Your or My decisions are actually made (or at 
what time they are disclosed to the opponent). Now any language L accepted by !B 
represents Your strategy (in the wide sense, i.e. Your decisions may depend on the 
complete history of the game: r = AL(U), qou = 9) 2: agreement with this intuition we 
may call elements of B, the primary branching options and, if l% B,, elements of r 
the secondary branching options. If A or, it is the terminating option. 
. 
Example 1. In Fig. 1 there is a pictorial representation of an fb-automaton B over 
C = Ia, 6,~) with Q = 0, Z3,4, & = b, b)), B2 = i(a), (6, ~11, BJ = ({a, A 1, (b)), 
and B4 = {{A}}. The reader may verify that, e.g., 
(6, babb, baaab) v ac*b E 119311. 
Fig. 1. Pictorial representation of an fb-automaton (the initial state ismarked by a small arrow pointing 
toward the state; the secondary branching options are connected by small arcs, the terminating option is 
indicated by small arrow pointing away from the state; only relevant transitions are shown). 
Let us mention some of the possible modifications of the definition of fb-automata. 
One possibility is to extend the alphabet by a new symbol, say t, for the terminating 
option, and to add a new extra state, say Cl, as a single ‘final’ state of the 
fb-automaton, so that 
(9, *)=O 
for all 9 E Q, while S(0, a) remains undefined for all. a E 22 This somewhat compli- 
cates the formalism but favours the usual intuition of acceptance by a final (or 
winning) state. 
The second possibility is to split each state to enough copies to be able, then, to 
divide states into two disjoint sets: states with primary branching and states with 
secondary branching (hint: take B as the new set of states and C u P(&) as the new 
alphabet). The obtained type of fb-automata resembles an often used form of 
AND-OR graphs and the representation of games by bipartited graphs. 
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Our concept of an fb-automaton structurally resembles the alternating finite 
automaton of 16, 171 with the transition function of the type S: Q Xc + W)(Q) 
(compare with the function B: Q + 99(&) combined with 8: Q XC+ Q in our 
case). However, the alternating finite automaton is designed to recognize a language 
(which turns out to be always regular) rather than a family of languages. (Alternating 
finite automata were introduced as a special case of alternating Turing machines for 
the purposes of complexity analysis. A natural connection between alternation and 
game-playing is indicated in [6].) 
Let us no-w discuss the nature of families of languages recognizable by fb- 
automata. A well-known result in automata theory states that a language L CC* is 
regular, i.e. recognizable by an ordinary finite automaton, iff the set {a,L 1 u E 2*} is 
finite. Analogously it can be shown that if a family X is recognizable (X E Rec&), 
then the set {aa] u ES*} is finite, i.e., X is finitely derivable. However, the 
equivalence in this case does not hold: finite derivability is by no means a sufficient 
condition for recognizability by fb-automata (again we can use the cardinality 
argument, cf. [2]). 
One of the main results of [ 1 l] is the characterization of recognizable families: 
Theorem 4 (Characterization theorem for Rec&). A family X E Z’(Z) is recog- 
nizable iff it is finitely derivable and self-compatible. 
In view of Theorem 3 we have also another characterization of Rec&S: 
Coroliav 1, A fami1.y X c .S(E j 1s recognizable iff it is 
(i) finitely derivable, 
(ii) closed in (the metric space) .2’(2), and 
(iii ) has the replacement property. 
From the point of view of the theory of branching Theorem 4 justifies utilizing 
fb-automata for representation of families of languages: the stipulation of self- 
compatibility is satisfied and the finite derivability is a natural compensation for using 
finite-state devices. The strength of Theorem 4 can be documented by the somewhat 
surprising result of [2] that the class of finitely derivable families as well as the class of 
self-compatible families are both uncountable (of cardinalities 22N0 and 2’,, resp.). 
A few #examples. The following families are recognizable: 0, S’(Z), Pref, Prefc, and 
Comp := {L E S(C) 1 pref & = Z*} 
(the family of complete languages). For any K c 9(&) the family 
XK := (L E .2Z(Sj 1 AL(A) E K) (16) 
is recognizable [2]. Let n be a partition of C. Following [S] we call a language L c C* 
w-strrc‘t (wcomplete) iff for each u E pref L either AL(u) ={A} or AL(u) c W 
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(resp. A=(U) = W) for some W E n. The family of all nonempty w-strict (rr-complete) 
languages is recongizable. 
If L is nonempty and regular, then the following families are recognizable (cf. [ 11, 
11): 
{L’l0ZL’cL}, (L’ 1 L c L’). 
On the other hand, both Fin and Inf are not recognizable, even if both are finitely 
derivable-Fin has the replacement property but is not closed, while for Inf holds the 
converse. Note that any singleton {L} is trivially self-compatible but for a nonregular 
L it is not finitely derivable. Except for .9(Z) any family containing a!1 finite 
languages i  not recognizable [21-a remarkable property from the point of view of 
the standard language theory. 
7. Branching functions and accessibility 
The purpose of this short section is to introduce certain notions and formalism 
related to the anatomy of fb-automata. They will be used in Section 10 and in Part II. 
Let B = (Q, 8, qo, B) be an fb-atitomaton. We define a branching function (for 93) 
as a function 
p: Q -, 9(&) for each q E Q satisfying (4, p(q)) E B 
(note that due to (15) it is justifiable to assume p being a total function). 
Intuitively, say in our game-playing analogy, a branching function represents a
strategy in the narrow sense: Your decisions depend only on the current position, not 
on the previous history of the game (let us call such a strategy ‘si_mple’). 
Mathematically, a branching function eliminates the multipliciity in acceptance, 
characteristic for fb-automata: only one primary branching option ;c allowed by p in 
every state. 
For a given branching function p define a partial transition function as follows. For 
a,EC 
8 (9 a)( 
:=S(q, a), if a E P(s), 
P 9 undefined, otherwise. 
Moreover, let 
FP :={qEQbWWh (nw 
This yields an ordinary (partial deterministic) finite automaton of 2, 
WP := (Q, Sp, qo, Fp); 
this automaton will be called the P-factor of 93. 
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We use the following abbreviated notation related to Sp : for u E Z*, a E c 
(qA )&3 := 4, (qua)@ := SB ((qu )BI a ) 
(thus (qua)@ is defined iff (qu)@ is defined and a E p((qu)p); note that, in general, 
((q&43 f (quv) p = ((qu)&d; for L c C* 
(qL)fi := {(qu)a Iu E a. 
A &factor of 3 can be viewed as a ‘subautomaton’ of 9? with transition restricted by 
fl and thus with limited accessibility of states. We develop specific notation for the 
reduced accessibility. 
Let q E Q, K s Q. We say that K is @-accessible from q, symbolically q dp K (or 
q ssp if K = (p}), itT (qu)@ E K for some u E Z*, i.e., iff (@*)p n K # 0. Trivially, 
q *,@ K whenever q E K. We talk about a nontrivial P-accesibility, and write 
q -+flK, if (qu)@ E K for some u # A. 
We say that ,K is strongly &accessible from q, symbolically q =$@ K, iff q -)@ p 
implies p -e K for each p E Q, i.e., iff K is &accessible from every state P-accessible 
from q. We call a branching function p for 94 perfect iff q. afi Fe. 
Proposition 2. If @ is a perfect branching function for B, then IB/pI E @Bll. 
Proof. Let R := J@?/fi(. If p is perfect, then, in particular, q. +@ Fp, i.e. R z 0. Let 
u E pref R, i.e. (qOz& is defined, i.e. (qou) 0 = qou. We shall show that (qou, A&)) E 
23. It is enough to show that AR(u) =p(qou). We have A E A,(u) iff u E R iff 
(qOu)B=qouEFp iff AEp(qou). Let aG. Then aEAR iff uaEprefR iff 
(qd4a)B = qoua iff a E /3(qou). 
In view of the fact that lB?/fll is a regular language one may be interested to have a 
construction of a perfect branching function for any fb-automaton $3 (with IlBll z 0). 
Proposition 2 would then yield the following important result. 
Theorem 
language. 
(tentative). Any nonempty recognizable family contains a regular 
Even if we could present such a construction already now we prefer to postpone it 
*lo Section 10 where a slightly improved construction will be used in the proof of the 
same result for the more general class of familie! recognizable by nondeterministic 
fb-automata. 
8. Fi&e branching automa4a: the nondeterministic case 
A perpetual question in automata theory concerns the relative 
deterministic versus nondeterministic variants of one or the other type 
power of the 
of a recogniz- 
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ing device. Nondeterministic branching automata were introduced in [ 121 and [i3] 
and it was shown that their behaviour properly extends the behaviour of their 
deterministic siblings. Moreover, an interesting relationship was established 
between these new devices and the ordinary nondeterministic finite automata with a 
generalized (in a certain natural way) behaviour. 
There is no difficulty in introducing nondeterminism into the definition of finite 
branching automaton from the previous section: one just starts with a nondeter- 
ministic finite automaton & = (Q, 6, I) instead of the deterministic one. Otherwise 
the definition remains unchanged. We call the resulting quadruple 
B=(Q,&I,B) 
the nondeterministic finite branching automaton (nfb-automaton; by default consi- 
dered over 2). 
To define an acceptance by an nfb-automaton 3 we have first to introduce the 
concept of a run in B as a partial function f: C* a Q such that 
fU)EI (19) 
(unless I is empty, in which case f (A ) is undefined) and 
f(uakf(u)a Cw 
(unless f(u) is undefined or f(u)a = 8, in which case f(ua) is undefined). A language 
L E Z(Z) is accepted by nfb-auto .B iff there exists a run f in B such that for any 
14 E pref L, f(u) is defined and 
(f(u), ALWEB. (21) 
B recognizes the family of languages 
11311:= {L E Z(Z) IL is accepted by a}. 
A family X E s(Z) is nondeterministically recognizable iff it is recognized by some 
nfb-automaton. We denote by Rec,&Z the class of all nondeterministically recog- 
nizable families over C. Let us note that (deterministic} fb-automata can be viewed as 
a special case of nfb-automata with the unique run f : u *qou. 
As far as the structure of the nfb-automaton is concerned, the nondeterminism 
takes the appearance of just another branching (with the options being the elements 
of the set qa G Q). Indeed, we could ask Chance to be the third player in our game, 
with the task to choose the exact outcome of every nondeterministic move. Thus the 
possible strategies of Chance would be represented by runs. However, concerning 
the behaviour, there are two essential differences between nondeter.minism and 
branching. First, the options of Chance are expressed in terms of states and not in 
terms of symbols of the alphabet C, so that its moves can be hardly recognized in the 
corresponding family of languages. Second, the accepting behaviour of the nfb- 
automaton (as it is usual for nondeterministic automata) is defined in the ‘possibilis- 
tic’ way, manifested by the existential quantifier over runs in the definition of 
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acceptance. Intuitively, Your ‘winning’ strategy counts on the help of Chance; only 
then it can beat all My strategies. 
Let us now examine the properties of nondeterministically recognizable families. 
Theorem 5. Each nondeterministically recognizable family of languages is closed in 
the metric space Z(2). 
Prook Let X be a family recognized by an nfb-automaton B = (Q, S, I, I?). Let 
L E x, i.e. there is a sequence (L,) of languages in X such that 
SW, L,Pn (22) 
for every n 2 0 (cf. (3); we omit the trivial case 1L = Lk for some k). We shall show that 
LEX 
For every n 2 0 let fn : C* a Q be a run in 9 responsible for the acceptance of L,, 
i.e., for every u E pref L,, fn (u) is defined and 
(fn(u), AL&&B. 
We shall need certain subsequences of the sequence (fn). For k 2 0 we construct a 
sequence (gF’)n as follows: 
Step 0: Let k = 0. Since Q is finite there is an infinite subsequence of ( fn) with a 
common value fn(A). Define (g’,“‘) as such infinite subsequence. 
Step k + I: Assume that (g:!“) have been already constructed for some k 3 0. There 
is an infinite subsequence of (g:‘) with a commo:l restriction to strings of length 
k + 1. Define (gLk+“) as such infinite subsequence. 
Thus, for a given k * 0 and u E Zktl, the value of g:‘(u) (or the fact that it is 
undefined) does not depend on n. Hence, by the construction, for-every k, n 30 
for all u E C* with lg(u) G k. 
Let us now define f: C* 4 Q by 
f(u) := g’,“‘(u) 
for u EC* and n = lg(u). 
Claim 1. f is a run in 9?. 
Indeed, since every gf is 5 run in 99, 
f(n)=g:‘(n)EI 
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(ifI#fl).Alsoforanyn~O,u~~n,anda~~ 
f(ua) = g$T:‘(ua) E (g$+t’(u))a = (gF’(u))a = f(u)a 
(if f(u)a #0). 
Claim 2. For every n a0 and u Epref LnZ”, 
(f(u), AZ_(U)) E B. 
We have, by the construction, f(u) = g:‘(u) = fm(u) for some m an. By (22) 
s(L, L,) > m 2 n, hence AL(u) = AL,(u). Therefore, 
(f(u), AL(U))= (f,,,(u), AL,,,(U)) 
and Claim 2 follows from (23). 
Now, as a direct consequence of Claim 1 and 2, we can conclude that 6, E X 
9. Characterization of nondeterministically recognizable families 
Let us set ourselves the task to characterize the class Rec,& in a similar manner as 
Theorem 4 (or Corollary 1) did for the case of Rec& According to Theorem 5 the 
topological property of being closed is shared by families of both classes. The same 
holds, as we shall see later, for the finite derivability-which fact should not surprise 
us as this property is connected with the finiteness of the recognizing device. It 
appears that the main difference between Rec& and Rec,& is rooted in the 
replacement property. 
Let 9 s P(.Z(C)) be a class of families of languages. We say that 5V covers it 
derivatives iff for each YE 3 and each a E 2, &Y is a union of (some) elements of 3. 
Note that this property is preserved by union and intersection of classes. 
Theorem 6 (Characterization theorem for Rec,&). A famiZy XC L?(Z) is 
nondeterministically recognizable iff it is closed in (the metric space) Z(C) and is a 
union of some elements of a class 9 which is finite, covers its derivatives, and consists of 
families with the simple replacement property. 
Proof. Let us first prove the I”,- direction. Let 3 be a class of families which satisfies 
the properties from the theorem and let X be a union of some elements of 3. We 
shall construct an nfb-automaton S? := (Q, 6, I, B) over 2 as follows: 
Q := 9; 
Ya=S(Y,a):=,[Y’ES(Y’53,Y}=P(&Y)n9; 
B := {(Y,AL(A)jIIk YE 3). 
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We shall show that X = 119311. 
(a) Il@i c X: Let Lo E ll%?ll, i.e. there is a run f in 99, such that (f(u), Ah(u)) E B for 
each u E pref Lo. By definition of B then Ah(u) = AL(u) for some L. E f(u) E 9. Thus, 
for each u E pref L there exists L, E f(u), such that 
AL,(A) =&.&)- (24) 
Since f is a run, f(A ) E I, i.e., f(A ) c X Moreover, if ua E pref Lo, then f( ua) E f( z&z 
and by definition of S, f(ua) c &f(u). Thus, for any ua E pref Lo and L E f(ua) there 
exists L’E f(u) such that 
&L’ = L. (25) 
Ckzim I. Let n, k 30. If for each u E pref Lo n 2” there exists L, E j(u) such that 
s(L,, &LO) > k, then there exists L E f(A) such that s(L, Lo) > n -t k. 
To show this we proceed by induction on n. If n = 0, then u = A and we set L := LU. 
For the inductive step assume the claim proved for some n 2 0 and consider the case 
of n + 1. Let k 3 0 and let for any ua E pref Lo n ZnW1 there is L,, E f (ua) such that 
s(L,,=, L&d. By (24) also AL,(A) = Ah(u) for some L, E f(u) and by (25) for any 
a E Ah(u) there is LL= E f (u) such that L,, = t&L&,. Recall that f(u) E g and thus by 
the assumption f(u) has the simple replacement property. Using this property 
(perhaps everal times) we can construct from L, and {L:, 1 a E Ah(u)} a language 
L&E f(u) such that s(L:, &Lo) > k + 1. Now by the induction hypothesis there is 
LEf(A)suchthats(L,L&n+k+l. 
Claim 2. For every n 20 there exists LYE f(A) such that s(LL, Lo)> n. 
Indeed, by (24) for each u E pref Lo n 2” there is L, E f (u) such that 
AL,(A) = k,-,(u) = &,L.,,(A ). 
Thus s(Lur &Lo) > 0 and using Claim 1 for k = 0 we obtain Lk E f(A) such that 
s(LL, LO) > n. 
Now, since in Claim 2 all LL E f(A ) c X, we can use the assumption that X is 
closed and conclude that Lo E X. 
(b) X G IlBll: Let Lot X To show that 9? accepts LO we define a run f in 93 
inductively as follows. 
Step 0: Since Lo E X there is at least one element of 9, say YO, such that Lo E Yo E I. 
Define f(A) := Yo. 
Step n + P: Case 1: Let ua E pref Lo and assume that f(u) is defined, f(u) = Y E 3, 
and &Lo E Y. There is at least one element of 9, say Yr , such that d,,Lo 5 Yl G ~3, Y. 
Define f (ua) := Yl l 
Case 2: If ua & pref Lo or if f(u) is undefined, then leave f(w) undefined. 
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A trivial inductive argument shows that f(u) is defined iff u E pref LO. Since f(A ) E I 
and for any ua E pref LO, f(w) c d,Y, i.e., f(zm) E Yu, f is indeed a run. Now let 
u E pref Lo. Since Ah(u) = A a,&i) and using the fact that, by definition of f, 
&Lo E f(u) E 3, we have . 
(f(u), &&)) = (f(u), &,zJ~)kB- 
Hence Lo E /9ll~. 
Let us now prove the + direction of the Theorem. Let 3 = (Q, 8, I, B) be an 
nfb-automaton over C and let X := II9?II. By Theorem 5 X is closed in Z’(Z). For each 
4 E Q define a new nfb-automaton 9& := (Q, 5, {q}, B) and let Ys := 1&11. We claim 
that the set 
has the properties from the theorem. Clearly 9 is finite and X is a union of some 
elements of 9, viz. 
x = u Yq. 
WI 
Moreover, for each q E (P and a E 2, 
a,Y, = u Yp. 
P-w 
Thus 9 covers its derivatives. It remains to show that each Yq has the simple 
replacement property. Let L1, Lz E Yq and a E pref L1 n pref L2. There are runs fiV fi 
in aq such that fl(A) = f2(A) = q and both f&z) and f&z) are defined. It can be easily 
observed that the partial function f :C* a Q, defined as 
f0 ( 
:= fdu), if ugaZ*, 
U 
f2(u), if u E a2 * 
is also a run in Bq, and that for L := Rep,(Ll, L2) and any u E pref L we have 
(f(u), AL(u)) E B. Thus L E Yq. 
As an immediate consequence of the fact that the class 3 in Theorem 6 is finite and 
covers its derivatives we obtain 
Corollary 2. Each family X E Rec,.& is finitely derivable. 
Note that the characterization for Rec& from Corollary 1 can now be obtained 
easily by observing that for X E Rec& we can use as 9 just the class 
t!Y={&xIu ES”}. 
As an application of the characterization theorem let us show that Inf, the family of 
all infinite languages, belongs to Rec,& (we know from Section 6 that it does not 
belong to Rec&): 
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Pmposition 3. Inf E Rec&. 
Proof. Recall that Inf was mentioned in Section 3 as an example of a closed family. 
Let us define for each a EC the family Y, := {L 1 &L E Inf} and consider the finite 
class 
9 := {YJa d}u{9(2)}. 
Clearly Inf = UaeL. Y,. Moreover, for a, b E E, 
aaYb= I Inf, 
if a = b, 
9(C), if a #b, 
and, of course, &.9(Z) =9(Z). It remains to show that each Y, has the simple 
replacement property. But this is obvious since for any L1, L2 E Y,, a, Rep* (L1, L2) 
is either &L, if a # 6, or a,L, if a = 6. We conclude by Theorem 6 that Inf E Rec,&. 
The construction used in the proof of Theorem 6 can be used for finding an 
nfb-automaton recognizing Inf. For instance, in the case C = (0, l}, we have the 
nfb-automaton with the structure from Fig. 2 and with the branching relation 
Fig. 2. The nfb-automaton for Inf. 
10, The quest for a regular language 
The objective of this section is to prove the regularity theorem: if an nfb- 
automaton (in particular, an fb-automaton) accepts ome language, then it accepts 
also a regular language. For the purposes of this paper the involved construction is 
more important han the theorem itself, but the latter is certainly worth mentioning. 
Indeed, it is natural to ask whether among the abundance of accepted languages 
there are some tractable ones. 
We do not claim that the regularity theorem is entirely new. A possible way of 
proving the regularity theorem as well as some decidability results (e.g., of empti- 
ness) for the recognizable timiiies was suggested by Karpiriski [ 161. His approach is 
based on a constructive quivalence (cf. [ 16, Theorem 61; the full construct:ion isnot 
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published) of the class of w-branching automata (properly including our nfb- 
automata) to Rabin’s automata on infinite trees [27], where the results in question 
are settled by a rather elaborated proof. Alternatively, we could use the approach of 
Biichi and Landweber [S] (being hinted by the game-theoretic interpretation) and 
present he regularity theorem as a variant of their main result. We prefer, however, 
our approach which does not require a different formalism and which provides us 
with a straightforward construction. 
Our principal aim is to find, for a given nfb-automaton 9 = (Q, S,1, B), an 
(ordinary) finite automaton &, such that l&l E 11311. In our case the automaton & will 
emerge as a certain substructure of 99, obtained by reducing the number of primary 
branching options in each state to one. The main difficulty is in avoiding a degenerate 
form of &. 
Let L E II,cBII. The main idea of our construction (Construction A below) is to use 
fragments of knowledge how L is accepted by 9 for constructing a branching 
function p with certain special properties. (L is called the source language for the 
construction: note that L # fk) 
Let f be run in 9! responsible for the acceptance of L. A basic tool for the 
construction is an auxiliary partial function Q A pref L, q @ 4, satisfying 
f(s’) = 9 
for each q E Q. Intuitively, 4 is a sample prefix from L indicating a particular way how 
q contributes to the acceptance of L by S?. The function q I+ 4 is defined iteratively in 
a sequence of steps i = 1,2, . . l , n, each step extending the set Qi of states for which 
the function has been defined in previous steps, 
Construction A. 
Input: nfb-automaton 93, a language L E Il!Bll and a run f in a accepting L. 
Step 1: Choose arbitrary x0 E L (recall that L # 0) and define 
Q1 := {f(x) 1 x s x01* (27) 
For each q E Q1 define 4 as the longest prefix of x0 satisfying (26) (this avoids 
multiplicity in f-’ caused by a possible loop through q). 
Step i + 1: i 2 1. Assume that Qi and 4 for each q E Qi have been already defined. We 
distinguish two cases. 
Case 1 (cf. Fig. 3): There exists qi E Qi and a EC such that 
a E AL(gi) and f (@ia) E Qi. (28) 
Choose arbitrary w E C* for which diaw E L (the existence of w follows from (28)) 
and let xi be the longest prefix of QW for which the set 
(29) 
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Fig. 3. Step i + 1 (Case 1) of Construction A. 
is disjoint from Qie Note that Hi # 0 since by (28) f(qia) & Qi. For each 4 E Hi define 4 
analogously as in Step 1 as the longest prefix of qixi satisfying (26). Set 
Q i+l := Qi w Hi 
and proceed by Step i +2. 
C;e 2: There is no qi E Qi and a EC satisfying (28). Denote Q’ := Qi. Define 
8(q) { := 
AL((?), if q E Q' 
0, ifqEQ-Q’. 
(30) 
This ends the construction. 
Recall that for every i > 1, Hi # 0 and Hi n Qi = Q). Hence we have 
Q i-1 c Qi c Q 
and thus the construction always terminates (after at most n = card Q steps). Of 
course, the construction is nondeterministic due to the arbitrary choice of a string 
(x0 resp. W) in every step (hence we refer to fl as a function, rather than the function 
produced by the construction). 
Lemma 2. A function /3 produced by Construction A is a branching function for 99. 
Proof. If q E Q’, then by (30), (26) and (21) 
(since 4 E pref L). Our convention (14) about (q, 0) E B takes care of the case 
qEQ-Q’. 
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We shall associate with B a certain ordinary deterministic partial automaton 4. 
Define 
FB := (4 IA E P(q))* (31) 
and denote q. := f(A). The ne w partial transition function 8 is defined as follows (we 
use the shorter notation (qa)’ for S’(q, a): 
, :=f(W), 
ha) ( if d-J E P(s), 
undefined, otherwise. 
We extend 8’ to C* and write (qA)’ := q and (qua)’ := ((qu)‘a)‘, 
depends on 0 as well as on the function q I+ Q from Construction A, 
define the desired finite automaton 
(32) 
In general S’ 
Finally we can 
ti := (Q, a’, qo, Fp). (33) 
We intend to show that I&i E @?ll. First, however, we have to prove some specific 
properties of Construction A. 
We use the notation from the construction; for formal purposes we include also the 
case i = 0 by setting Q. := 0 and HO := 01 (cf. (27)). First note that for each Hi, i 3 0, 
there exists Zi E pref L such that Hi c {f(y) I y s Zi}. (This follows from (27) if i = 0 
and from (29) if i > 0 setting zo := x0 and Zi := qix1 for i > 0.) The mapping q I+ Q is 
injective and the natural ordering s of prefixes of z induces a linear ordering < on 
Hi,p<q iff p’sq(ofcoursep<q iff ii<@* 
Our next lemma relates the ordering 6 on Hi to the transition function 6’. (The 
lemma will be formulated in a more general form than needed here to save us some 
work in the second part of the paper. 
Let us define a special subset fii of Hi (i 2 0) as follows. Let q E Hi. Then q E & iff 
foreachpEHianduEE 
pa Qj. 
Note that qi,max E fii where qi,max - f(zi) is the maximal element in (Hi, S). 
(34) 





we have, for z. = abed: Ho={& 2,3,4}, fio={l,2,4}, and qo,max=f(to)=4. 
Lemma 3. Let p E Hi, q E I& p S q. Then q = (PLI)’ for some u E c** 
Proof, The argument is an induction on the number of elements of Hi ‘between’ p
and q. The result is trivial for p = q. 
JB~J a~ou bsay un.I e paapu! sf 3 JeqJ aas ox wpauyapun s+xuaJ (n)8 uay~ 0 = v(,n)8 
JO pauyapun si (,n)8 ssaiun %(,n)8 3 (n)B l(l!m~!q.m asooq2 v,n = n 30~ asph3aylo 
“(nob) =: (n)Z? 
(sic) 
‘v!d 3 AM04 I “I= lbsl 
*a*! ‘(EC) wo.13 uo~auxo~n~ alyuy aql aq p ~a? 
l vuo!lmJ,suo3 ~03 a%tznZh.m~ a3mos aqi 7 1cq alouap 3~ ewurq %u~Molloj aqi uI 
‘+J 3 ,(m 
xerub!b) = ,( nv,( Inb)) = ,( nb) 
amq a~ l nvW =: n aas l @d 3 ,( nvxeur*!b) 
= IC-GJ 
xeru’!b)) )ey) qms *x 3 n sls~xa a.~aq~ s!saylodAq agmpu! aq, Aq pua 
?() 3 ( v’z)j = ( vxew*,,)J = ,( vx=w*!b) 
(zc) dq snq& l (v uo~imisuo~ us JX 30 uoguyap dq) ‘0 3 (vJz)/ 
q3~qMJoJ(!Z)7j7 3 VS)S~Xaa3a~~pU~!Z=xew:'4,~O('n =: n)aUopaJe 3MpUt?@)J3 -Qb 
raqlia MON '6 euuuaq dq paqsyqalsa si Qz yms 30 amals~xa ql S!H 3 xeU*rE, = ( Wb) 
lay) qms aq *r 3 In ial am .!a))~[ aqi UI l ?H 3 b JO %!saylodAq kpnpu! aql hq 
paqs!lqalsa so 1lnsaJ aq, put? !o 3 b JaqlFa uay,~ ‘(0 c .I) *+!o 3 b lq 
tdm uo~~mpzq 
l ,(nvd) = ,( n,( vd)) = b 
uopdurnsse aAgmpuI aq:, 68 l b9 ,( vd) > d amq a~ l ,(vd) > d *a*! ‘,( vd) > a sng~, 
aAeq a~ sny,L '(~@).jpv~ iylanbau! 
aq, splatA 1( w b 30 uoguyap aq~ ui luarual!nba;r A~~JNIJ~XINII 3~1 :( v&i = ,( nd) 
MON l b+ ,( vd) amq ati (pg) 6q ‘!H 3 b ams l @ 3 va )tfqi qms x 3 v slqxa aday b > d 
am!s l b9 ,d > d ‘!H 3 ,d 11~ 03 at& )InsaJ aql atunsse put? b > d ia? 
:dm uo~~mpul 
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Let ua E 2% It is enough to consider the case (36): 
g(ua) = (qoua)‘=f((qou)‘a) by (32) 
=fkb44 by (36) 
EfkWa by (X0 
= du)a by (26). 
NOW let u E pref I&j. Then by (35) (qou)’ is defined and we have 
g(u) = (qou)‘. 
We claim also 
AMI(U) = P((qo4’). 
Indeed, A tcAl_&u) iff u E l&l ifi A E p((qou)‘) and for a E Z, 
a E Al&l(u) iff uav E I&I (some v E 2*) 
(37) 
(38) 
iff (qOuizv)’ E Fp (some v E S*) 
iff (qoua)’ is defined 
iff a E P(Cq0u)‘). 
Thus by (37), (38), and Lemma 2 
(g(u), ~lsplba = Uqou)‘, P((qou)‘)) E B. 
Theorem 7 (Regularity theorem). Any nonempty nondeterministically recognizable 
family of languages contains a regular language. 
Proof. Let X = il99ll f or some nfb-automaton 99 and let i E X. Using Construction A 
we obtain a finite automaton & from (33). By Lemma 5 l&l E IIaII. 
Thus the proof is constructive; the prerequisite is, however, that a concrete 
language L, accepted by 99, is available for inspection (by ‘inspection’ we mean that 
one is able to identify, for a given string x, at least one string y such that xy E L, or to 
decide that such a string does not exist; otherwise L may bz quite arbitrary, even 
nonrecursive set). If such L is not available, we clan still construct a finite automaton 
with the needed properties, but an exhaustive search would have to be used. 
11. Some reflections on recognizable families of languages 
The regularity theorem establishes the presence of a tractable language in any 
recognizable family of languages. Of course, there may be many such languages and 
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we are far from claiming that any particular one can sufficiently represent the 
branching character of the entire family. This suggests the following definition based 
on the concept of a C-closure from Section 5. (We restrict ourselves to the 
deterministic ase only.) 
Let X E Rec& and let Y E s(2) be such that X = C(Y) (note that Y c X). We 
shall call any such Y a representing subfamily of X. 
Do there exist any interesting representing families? The regularity theorem yields 
the following result. 
Theorem 8. Each recognizable family has a representing subfamily consisting of 
regular languages. 
Pmaf. We shall apply our theory of the metric space of languages developed in 
Section 3. Let x E Rec& and let 
Y := {L E ,Y 1 L is regular}. 
We shall show that X = c(Y). Since Y G X and X = C(X) we have C(Y) c X. Let 
L E X - Y, To show that L c C( Y) we shall define a sequence (R,) of languages from 
Y such that 
lim R, =br; 
n-m 
the result then follows from the property of X being a closed subset of the metric 
space of languages. Let Fn := pref Ln 2” (n 20). Note that F, 5 0 for all n 2 0 
(otherwise L would be finite, hence L E Y). For each w E Fn, i*J, E &Xi, &,,L # 0. 
Since &,X is recognizable (cf. [ 11, Theorem SS]), by the regularity theorem there 
exists a regular language Rtw) E &,X Hence there exists L’“’ E X such that &,L’“’ = 
P’. Thus w E pref L(w’. Assume that Fn = {w 1, ~2, . . . , wk} (k 2 1). Define 
R L n.0 := 
Rnei + Rep,(R,,i-1, Ltwi)), i=l k, 9***9 
(cf. (10)). By the replacement property R, E X. We have 
Rn =(L-EnE*)~ WAR Wu. . l U WkkWk) 
and thus Rn is regular. Since for each n a0 
s(Rnq L) 2 n 
we conclude that the sequence (Rn) converges to L. Thus L E C(Y). 
(As a matter of fact we have proved a stronger esult, namely that regular languages 
in a recognizable family form its dense subfamily.) 
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The existence of a representing subfamily consisting of regular languages can 
hardly satisfy our desire for a ‘tractable’ representing subfamily. A finite subfamily 
would appeal us more. It is known [2] that there are nontrivial families with a finite 
representing subfamily, as the family Comp, as well as families with no such 
subfamily, as the whole .9((C). 
@en Problem. Specify recognizable families with finite representing subfamilies. 
We conjecture that they include the compact families (the inclusion being proper 
since Comp is not compact). We also conjecture that if a finite representing subfamily 
exists, then it can be composed entirely of regular languages. 
We believe that investigating the set of all P-factors 9/p of a given fb-automaton 
9 (with varying p) might throw some light on the above problems. 
We conclude with some general questions which a mathematician might naturally 
ask about families of languages. We start with the Boolean operations on families. 
It was shown in [ 111 that the class Rec& is closed under intersection but not under 
union. In [13] it was shown that Rec,& is closed under both union and intersection. 
However, we have the following result. 
Theorem 9. The class Rec,& is not closed under complementation (of families of 
languages ). 
Proof. By Proposition 3 Inf E Rec,&. But Fin = Z??(Z) -1nf is not closed in the 
metric space +9(Z) and thus by Theorem 5 Fin & Rec&. 
From this proof we see that the Boolean closure of Rec,& contains families that 
are not closed in Z(Z). In fact, the same holds for the Boolean closure of Rec& for 
any infinite regular language L the family Z’(C) -{L) is not closed: while {L} E 
Red. 
In [ 1,2] Benda and Bendova studied a special subclass WRec& (our notation) of 
Rec.& of the so called well-recognizable families: a family X is well-recognizable iff 
both X alnd its complement Z(s) -X are recognizable. It is proved in [2, Theorem 
5.41 that in order that X be well-recognizable asufficient (and, of course, necessary) 
condition is that both X and its complement be self-compatible-which surprisingly 
bypasses the finite derivability condition. 
Furthermore, it is shown that WRec& 
d(Z) := {XK 1 K c 9(C)} 
(XK was defined in (16)) which is closed 
properly includes the class 
under Boolean operations, but no other 
subclass of Rec& including A(Z) is closed under finite union (cf. [2, Proposition 
5.10)). 
The results ‘mentioned above and their consequences are listed in Table 2. 
Our next observation concerns the class uRec& of all finite unions of recogniz- 
able families. 
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Table 2 
Closure properties of recognizable families 













Theorem 10. Rec.& 5 uRec& s Rec,&. 
Proof. In view of the above discussion the only case to be proved is that 
URec&fRec,& For this we use our favourite family Inf and show that 
Inf&uRec&. Suppose for contradiction that for some n 3 1 
Inf=Ij& 
i = 1 
where Xi E Reti. Let L be a finite 
{Wi 9***9 w, +I}. Construct a family 
k=l 9.0’9 n + 1. Then necessarily two 
family, say Xb But then 
Rec,,(Ll, L2) E Xi n Fin f 0. 
prefix-free language of n + 1 strings, L = 
of tz + 1 infinite languages Lk = L u wz, 
of them, say L.l and L2, belong to the same 
finitely 
derivable 
closed in P’(S) 
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which contradicts the assumption Xi c Inf. 
219 
Theorem 10 suggests a certain nontrivial hierarchy of families of languages as 
studied by methods of this paper. On the lower end of the hierarchy we may place the 
class d(Z), while on the other end we put the class FDC C of all finitely derivable 
families closed in the metric space Z’(E). We already know (Theorem 5 and 
Corollary 2) that Rec,& G FDC C. A cardinality argument shows that this inclusion 
is proper: FDC C includes an uncountable set of families of the form {L 1 A & L} u {L’} 
for L’ such that A E L’. The obtained hierarchy is displayed in Fig. 4. 
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